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Abstract. The study aims to present virtual prototyping applicability for design
and evaluation of complex system of automotive industry. It presents a new
principle design solution and illustrates design development, based entirely on
virtual prototyping. The design concept is to provide solution for radiators fan
and its shroud for high speeds when the fan acts like resistance. Multiple design
variants are examined using virtual prototype of radiators, fan, shroud and all
engine components. Developed design variants are compared by their perfor-
mance both at low and high speeds.
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1 Introduction

Computational fluid dynamics or CFD is the analysis of systems involving fluid flow,
heat transfer and associated phenomena such as chemical reactions by means of
computer-based simulation. The technique is very powerful and spans a wide range of
industrial and non-industrial application areas [1, 2, 9, 10].

In the early years, the development of methods to numerically solve the equations
of fluid dynamics, most research performed was of interest to the CFD community and
was used mainly for research purposes. However, after a level of maturation of CFD
numerical methods, practical applications of CFD analysis has been increased signif-
icantly last years because it is considered as a mature discipline now that can contribute
considerably to the design, analysis and development of engineering systems involving
fluid flows. CFD simulations provide insight into the details of how products and
processes work, and allow new products to be evaluated in the computer, even before
prototypes have been built. This is driven by the Virtual Prototyping (VP) ability to cut
down developmental costs by minimizing physical testing [7] which can result in
considerably reduced design cycle time and design costs [1, 2, 8].

The study aims to present CFD analyses and virtual prototyping applicability for
design and evaluation of complex system of automotive industry. It should provide
solution for the fan and its shroud for high speeds when the fan acts like resistance.
When cooling components are combined to form a cooling package, it can be expected
that interactions between the components will modify their flow resistance character-
istics. Recent requirement for the motor fan of radiator cooling are the large air flow
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performance and electrical power consumption reduction. Large air flow is required
mainly because of current increased application of downsized engines and diesel
engines with large heat generation. On the other hand, reduction of electric power
consumption for each component is a significant factor for enhancement of fuel and
electric power consumption efficiency in HEVs and EVs driven by electricity [3, 4, 6].

The study shows complete process, starting with building the concept of physics,
detailed review of virtual prototype itself, obtained results and comparison and their
analysis. The major target is to obtain design with minimal resistance at all examined
three drive velocities.

2 Concept of Physics

Main idea is to use an idealized model that contains examined components – shroud,
fan and engine and inlet channel. The concept is shown on Fig. 1. Main target is to
reach an optimal design and explore possibility to include openings that tends to
increase fluid flow passing through motor space with minimal recirculation (bypass)
flows. The study is carried out at 3 drive velocities: 10 km/h, 40 km/h and 240 km/h.
Fan motor rotates at 2500 min−1 and is to be included by its pressure/fluid flow
function. Thus, several ranges are to be covered [5].

Simulation results for different design variants will be compared by some major
parameters that are tracked as mass flow rate through entire model (needs to be
increased) and bypass (recirculation) through air guides (negative factor).

Input data includes detailed geometry models. These models need clean-up and
simplification as to obtain input model suitable for CFD optimization. Some assumptions

Fig. 1. Concept of examined virtual prototype
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are defined as follows: simplified models of surrounding components (side covers and
rear cover) are included as to present more accurate fluid flow boundaries; all compo-
nents will be simplified maximally as to fasten and facilitate optimization process. For
instance, the shroud is simplified as to facilitate computational model without decreasing
significantly its accuracy. Major simplifications are performed over engine components.
All assumptions are shown graphically on Fig. 2.

3 Virtual Prototype

The virtual prototype includes fluid volume only (all solid components are presented by
their walls). CAD model of examined fluid area is shown on Fig. 3 as well as prepared
mesh model.

Prepared model allows easy to implement various designs of the shroud. Examined
5 design variants are shown on Fig. 4.

Fig. 2. Model level of simplification
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The applied fluid flow boundary conditions are shown on Fig. 5. All models use
velocity set on inlet – determined by incoming fluid flow. The fan is presented by its
characteristic that is predefined by the manufacturer. The system is opened at the rear
side where two outlets to atmosphere are defined.

A/ CAD model B/ Mesh model

Fig. 3. Virtual prototype used in engineering analyses

A/ V0 – nominal, without air 
guide

B/ V1 – half closed, directed 
close to fan

C/ V2 – fully opened air guides

D/ V3 – half closed, outmost edge directed flow E/ Integrated variant V4

Fig. 4. Examined design variants of the shroud
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4 Virtual Prototyping Results and Comparison

The virtual prototyping consists of 15 separate analyses performed in total and there is
a large set of data to be considered. General overviews of obtained results are reported
by fluid flow parameters presented by velocity vectors in vertical and horizontal planes.
This is shown for all variants, for 10 km/h speed of incoming fluid flow, on Fig. 6.

All engineering analyses over four variants for shroud openings as well as initial
(NO AIRGUIDE) design are presented also by the next parameters:

• Total mass flow rate (in kg/s) – represents fluid flow through entire model and is
measured on its inlet;

• Mass flow rate through air guides;
• Pressure drop for entire system.

These parameters are sorted out in Table 1 for each of examined design variants.

5 Results Analysis

Initially, the presented in results are shown as graphics on Fig. 7 to allow easy com-
parison and to illustrate next major conclusions concerning examined variants V1 to
V4 (V0 – the initial design – is not considered of interest):

Fig. 5. Applied boundary conditions
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A/ V0 – nominal, no openings 

B/ V2 – fully opened air guides

C/ Integrated variant V4

Fig. 6. A sample for obtained set of results: velocity vectors at 10 km/h, m/s
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• Variant V2:
– This variant has maximal opening of air guides, resulting in about 8% increase of

fluid flow @ 240 km/h. It shows maximal bypass @ 10 km/h – nearly two times
more than V1 and V3 – which is negative. It also shows bypassing @ 40 km/h;

– This variant has max pressure drop for lower velocities (10 km/h and 40 km/h);
– Its overall performance is worst;

• Variant V1:
– Shows better performance, when comparing to V2 @ 10 km/h and @ 40 km/h,

but it is worse @ 10 km/h, when comparing to V3;
– Its total mass flow is lower than V3 @ 10 km/h and @ 40 km/h, and it has

higher pressure drop @ 40 km/h and @240 km/h compared to V3;
• Variant V3:

– It has the second performance among examined variants, when comparing them
@ 10 km/h, and it shows higher fluid flow compared to V1 and V4;

– It has also best performance as pressure drop;
• Variant V4:

– It has best performance among examined variants, when comparing them @
10 km/h – about 1/3 bypassing, in comparison to fully opened variant V2;

– Has worst total mass flow among examined variants, except @ 10 km/h;
• General conclusions:

– Variant V3 has increased total fluid flow, compared to shroud without air guides
(variant V0) and it has decreased overall pressure drop;

– Bypassing is mainly due to the under pressure before fan, which causes recir-
culation. Variant V4 shows minimal bypassing, but it still exists. Air guide
shape does not influence bypassing;

– Overall performance of variant V3 shows its optimal balance.

Table 1. Summary of calculated parameters for each design variant

Parameter Velocity V0 V1 V2 V3 V4

Total mass flow, q, kg/s 10 km/h 1.05 0.94 1.05 0.99 0.98
40 km/h 4.19 4.29 4.41 4.34 4.31
240 km/h 25.15 26.05 27.16 25.98 25.93

Mass flow rate through air
guides, qA, kg/s

10 km/h – −0.29 −0.52 −0.24 −0.17
40 km/h – 0.45 0.31 0.46 0.29
240 km/h – 3.16 5.79 3.14 1.96

Overall pressure drop, Dp,
Pa

10 km/h 242 235 246 238 237
40 km/h 1689 1665 1691 1647 1662
240 km/h 65841 64544 63938 63002 64558
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6 Conclusion

A complex system of automotive industry - car fan and shroud – is studied in detail as
to obtain a principally new design. Especially, a new design of the shroud is searched
that will allow optimal engine cooling at low and high speeds. Design development is
based entirely on virtual prototyping. Five different designs are compared on the basis
of performed 15 numerical analyses. These design variants are compared by their
performance both at low and high speeds, to select optimal solution.

A/ Total mass flow

B/ Air guides mass flow rate

C/ Pressure drop

Fig. 7. Comparisons by parameters – presented in percentage to V0
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Presented study is a good demonstration of the possibilities to use virtual proto-
typing at early design stage. Detailed information about various physical parameters
allows the designer to change design in proper way, to generate new, better variants
and finally – to reach optimal design. This example demonstrates virtual prototyping
strength to give information for internal design parameters that remains “invisible” in
physical prototyping.
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